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INADEQUACIES OF THE HUMANITARIAN AND COMPASSIONATE
PROCEDURE FOR ABUSED IMMIGRANT SPOUSES
HEATHER NEUFELD*
RgSUMi
Cet article traite des difficult~s rencontr~es par les femmes immigrantes dont le par-
rainage conjugal est rompu pour cause de violence familiale. Lauteur se livre plus
particulirement une critique des faiblesses du processus de demandes pour des
circonstances d'ordre humanitaire (CH) qui, d'habitude, est le seul recours qui reste
ces femmes pour obtenir le statut de resident au Canada. Parmi les critres qu'une
personne demandant le statut de resident permanent sur la base de raisons dbrdre
humanitaire doit satisfaire, il y a le fait qu'elle subirait un prejudice indu ou dispro-
portionn6 si elle 6tait renvoy~e dans son pays dbrigine, et, d'autre part, quelle est
bien 6tablie au Canada et est financi6rement autonome. La discussion d~bute par un
examen du regime de parrainage canadien et son fonctionnement pr~vu, compar6
a ce qui se passe fr~quemment dans les cas de rupture de parrainage pour cause de
violence familiale. Sont ensuite pass~es en revue, la nature de la violence conjugale
subie par les femmes immigrantes ainsi que les barri~res soci~tales et juridiques qui
les confrontent souvent. Ces facteurs fournissent le contexte d'une analyse de 1'ef-
ficacit6 de la procedure de la demande de residence permanente pour des raisons
d'ordre humanitaire. Apr~s un examen de cette procedure CH et de ses faiblesses,
l'auteur discute des problmes que lbn rencontre lors de contestations, par le biais du
contr6le judiciaire, de d6cisions negatives resultant d'une demande CH.
Ptant donn6 qu'il est peu probable que des amendements soient apport~s, dans le
court terme, a la Loi sur l'immigration et la protection des rifugi~s, l'article conclut
avec une breve proposition de r~forme de la politique sur l'immigration visant a r6-
soudre les problkmes sp~cifiques confrontant les femmes immigrantes victimes de
violences.
INTRODUCTION
For women who suffer domestic violence, the Canadian immigration experience can
be extremely trying, at times brutal. Many of these women seek to attain permanent
resident status through sponsorship by their spouses who are established in Canada.
Although abusive relationships are by no means unique to women in this situation,
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because of the severity of the problem, attention in this paper is confined to the
hazards of the sponsorship process, both social and legal.
Indisputably, immigrant women who experience domestic violence during the
sponsorship process are highly vulnerable because of their precarious legal status in
a new and unfamiliar country, and because of deficiencies in the Immigration and
Refugee Protection Act [IRPA] 1 and policies of Citizenship and Immigration Canada.
Currently, men are most likely to be principal applicants for immigration.2 Although
a woman who has been sponsored by her spouse and obtained her permanent resi-
dent status may separate from or divorce her husband without threat of deportation,
the same is not true if her sponsorship is still in process. In abusive relationships, the
intrinsic control extended to sponsors by provisions of immigration law frequently
leads to manipulation. In this context, husbands may threaten to revoke or actually
do withdraw the sponsorship before it is finalized. In fear of deportation, women
often choose to remain in the relationship, no matter how hazardous or unhealthy.3
For women who forgo the possibility of sponsorship by leaving an abusive spouse or
whose sponsorship is withdrawn by their partner, the only means to obtain perma-
nent resident status is almost always to submit a Humanitarian and Compassionate
[H&C] application,4 the positive outcome of which is anything but certain. The lack
of attention in Canadian law to the inequitable status of immigrant women is typified
by that procedure. Success requires abuse survivors to satisfy criteria that account
little for social isolation and financial dependence that are so often the result of op-
pressive relationships.5
In short, I will argue here that Canada's immigration system is inadequate and unjust
with respect to abuse survivors whose spousal sponsorship has broken down. Further,
I echo scholars' claims that challenges immigrant women face are largely ignored
in immigration policy; that both in the home and in Canadian society, immigrant
women are not treated equally when compared with their male counterparts; and
that immigration law fails to consider such systemic inequity when crafting law and
policy.6 I begin with an examination of the Canadian sponsorship regime, how it is
1. Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, S.C. 2001, c. 27 [IRPA].
2. Colleen Sheppard, "Women as Wives: Immigration Law and Domestic Violence" (2000) 26 Queen's L.J.
1 at 8-9 [Sheppard].
3. Ekuwa Smith, "Nowhere to Turn? Responding to Partner Violence against Immigrant and Visible Mi-
nority Women" (Ottawa: Canadian Council on Social Development, 2004) at 25, online: Canadian
Council on Social Development <http://www.ccsd.ca/pubs/2004/nowhere/index.htm>.
4. IRPA, supra note 1 at s. 25(1).
5. For examples of criteria that abused immigrant women must satisfy, see Citizenship and Immigration
Canada, Immigration Manual, at c. IP-5, ss. 5.1, 11.2, 13.10 [Immigration Manual].
6. Andrke C6t, Mich~le K~risit & Marie-Louise C6t6, Sponsorship ... for Better or for Worse: The Impact
of Sponsorship on the Equality Rights of Immigrant Women (Ottawa: Table f~ministe francophone de
concertation provinciale de l'Ontario, Status of Women Canada, 2001) at 1-3, online: Government of
Canada Publications <http://publications.gc.ca/pub?id=293775&sl=0> [C6t6, K~risit & C6t ].
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intended to function versus what frequently occurs in cases of sponsorship break-
down due to domestic violence. By way of background to my analysis of the effect-
iveness of the humanitarian and compassionate procedure, I consider the nature of
abuse as it pertains to immigrant women, as well as societal and legal barriers they
face. Following an examination of the H&C process and its shortcomings, I discuss
problems encountered when challenging negative H&C decisions through judicial
review. Finally, given the unlikelihood of amendment of the Immigration and Refugee
Protection Act in the short term, I conclude by proposing reforms to immigration
policy that address specific problems confronting abused immigrant women.
In the interest of style and to avoid needless repetition, I sometimes refer to abused
immigrant women as simply women and to the spouses who abuse them as their
husbands, spouses or partners. I emphasize at this point that reference in this paper
to men or women pertain to two specific subgroups of Canadian society and not to
adult males and females in general in this country.
OBTAINING PERMANENT RESIDENCE IN CANADA AS A SPONSORED SPOUSE
The Sponsorship Regime
While sponsorship rules apply equally to same-sex and opposite-sex couples, 7 the
focus here is scenarios in which the sponsoring partner is male and the sponsored
partner female, chiefly because the majority of cases still follow this pattern. A woman
may be sponsored while still residing in her home country, able to join her partner in
Canada once she has obtained permanent residence.8 However, inland sponsorships
are of greatest interest in this paper, those in which the process is undertaken while
both partners are already present in this country. An immigrant woman may marry
her sponsor in Canada while she resides in the country illegally or while she holds a
temporary form of status such as that of student or visitor. Likewise, inland sponsor-
ship may be pursued when a spouse, already residing in Canada, brings his or her
partner to the country from abroad, and then initiates the process. 9
According to the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act and Immigration and Refugee
Protection Regulations, sponsors must be Canadian citizens or permanent residents,
at least eighteen years old and residing in Canada.' 0 In addition, individuals may not
sponsor a spouse if subject to circumstances such as being under a removal order,
having defaulted on a previous sponsorship or receiving social assistance for a reason
7. Although not addressed in this paper, same-sex spouses who are sponsored also suffer from domestic
abuse.
8. IRPA, supra note 1 at s. 13(1); Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations, SOR/2002-227 at ss.
70(1), 72(1), 117(1) [Regulations].
9. Ibid. at ss. 123, 124.
10. Ibid. at s. 130(1); Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-8, s. 5.14.
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other than disability.11 Individuals sponsoring a spouse need not satisfy the min-
imum necessary income criterion normally required for sponsoring a relative.12
Immigrant women who are to be sponsored from within Canada by a spouse or
common-law partner must cohabit with their sponsor,13 demonstrate that their mar-
riage is genuine 14 and satisfy admissibility requirements relating to issues such as
criminality.15 Although medical examinations are obligatory, sponsored spouses and
their dependent children are exempt from proving that they will not cause excessive
demand on the Canadian health system. 16
In a successful sponsorship scenario, the application is first accepted in principle,
meaning that Citizenship and Immigration Canada has found that the sponsor and
sponsored spouse meet all eligibility requirements. The sponsored spouse subse-
quently receives permanent resident status, assuming that she is not found inadmis-
sible for criminal or security reasons, because she is a risk to public health, or be-
cause she is unable to convince an immigration officer that she will be financially
self-supporting, etc. 17 The waiting period for receiving a final grant of permanent
resident status is highly variable. 18 Her sponsor must have agreed to be responsible
for all his spouse's needs during the first three years. If the sponsored spouse resorts
to social assistance during that time, the sponsor is usually obligated to reimburse
the government.19
Sponsorship Breakdown
The term "sponsorship breakdown" refers to situations such as those in which the
sponsorship is withdrawn, was never submitted or the individuals separate prior to
the sponsored partner's receipt of permanent residence. Even in sponsorships that
do not break down, immigrant women are sometimes subject to abusive tactics of
control and forced isolation, leading to a significant power imbalance between part-
ners. In addition to his influence upon the outcome of his wife's quest for permanent
status, a sponsor may threaten to have his spouse deported for displeasing him or not
complying with his demands. Women sometimes feel that they owe their sponsor
allegiance because he arranged for their entry into Canada or helped them to obtain
temporary legal status. When a woman has obtained permanent residence, separa-
11. Regulations, supra note 8 at s. 133(1).
12. Ibid. at s. 133(4).
13. Ibid. at s. 124(a).
14. Ibid. at ss. 4, 125(1)(c); Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-8, s. 5.26.
15. Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-8, s. 5.33.
16. IRPA, supra note 1 at s. 38(2)(a); Regulations, supra note 8 at s. 24.
17. IRPA, supra note 1 at ss. 34-41.
18. Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-8, ss. 13,15.
19. Regulations, supra note 8 at ss. 132(1), 135.
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tion or divorce from her sponsor does not affect her immigration status. However,
lack of knowledge of her rights may induce her to believe that her husband can have
her deported at any time.20
For women whose sponsorship actually breaks down, the situation is more precar-
ious still. Not uncommon are assurances by husbands that they have already filed for
sponsorship or that they will soon do so, even though the application is never sub-
mitted. Eventually, persistently misled, these women find themselves with no status
and at risk of removal from the country. Even if husbands actually file sponsorship
documents, there is no guarantee that permanent resident status will be granted. 21
For example, Citizenship and Immigration Canada may suspend processing if the
sponsor is deemed ineligible because of criminal activity.22 Women in this situation
will be without approved sponsorship and subject to removal orders because of the
actions of their spouse.23
Or a husband may withdraw his application at any time prior to the sponsored
spouse's receipt of permanent residence. Acceptance in principle, therefore, offers
no guarantee that a woman is safe from revocation of her sponsorship.24 Finally, if
an abuse survivor does manage to extricate herself from repression by leaving her
husband prior to receiving permanent resident status she is no longer sponsored and
thus at risk of removal from Canada. 25
Hence, women often feel they have no option other than to endure abuse to gain
permanent residence. In this context, immigrant women have little choice but to
resort to an H&C application, a discretionary process, the positive results of which
are far from guaranteed. Before looking closely at that procedure, it is important to
define domestic violence and review some of the imposing barriers that immigrant
women face. Without examining these barriers, it is difficult to appreciate the almost
insurmountable obstacles in meeting current H&C requirements.
OBSTACLES CONFRONTING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SURVIVORS
Defining Domestic Violence
Domestic violence is unfortunately a very widespread phenomenon, within im-
migrant and non-immigrant families alike. It is found across all socio-economic,
religious and ethnic groups. Factors such as unemployment, altered gender roles
20. Ct, Krisit & C6t, supra note 6 at 57 and 60.
21. Ibid. at 28.
22. Regulations, supra note 8 at ss. 131(1) (d)-(f), 136(1); Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-8, s. 5.8.
23. Sheppard, supra note 2 at para. 23; Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-2 at ss. 5.9, 5.28, 5.36.
24. Regulations, supra note 8 at s. 126; Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-2, s. 5.40.
25. Regulations, supra note 8 at s. 124(a).
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and financial instability tend to increase the probability of abuse.26 Although recent
Canadian statistics illustrating the prevalence of domestic violence among immigrant
women are not available, data from the United States for the year 2000 indicate that
59.5 per cent of married immigrant women suffer domestic abuse.27 Unfortunately,
this figure likely underestimates the severity of the problem since many women nei-
ther file complaints nor apply for health or social services.28 In this paper, I will use
the terms "family violence', "domestic abuse" and "domestic violence" interchange-
ably in the context of relationships between spouses or common-law partners.
According to Health Canada, domestic abuse is "an attempt to control the behavior
of a wife, common-law partner or girlfriend. It is a misuse of power which uses the
bond of intimacy, trust and dependency to make the woman unequal, powerless and
unsafe'"29 Domestic violence is not merely physical; it also includes psychological,
emotional, sexual, financial or verbal and spiritual abuse. This more comprehen-
sive definition of domestic abuse underscores that humiliating women or with-
holding money for food or clothing are as much forms of abuse as are beating and
slapping.30
Women frequently leave and return to their partners numerous times before finally
breaking free, a fact often unappreciated by government officials. According to one
estimate, domestic abuse survivors usually try to leave their abuser as many as seven
times before finally succeeding. 31 Women often are unaware of their spouse's abusive
tendencies at first, acknowledging it only subsequent to marriage or pregnancy. They
remain in the relationships with the belief that it is their responsibility to make the
relationship work or with the hope that their husbands will change with time.3 2 The
varied forms of domestic violence as well as the obstacles described below must be
carefully considered by immigration officers and judges when reaching decisions
concerning abuse survivors.
26. Anita Raj & Jay Silverman, "Violence against Immigrant Women: The Roles of Culture, Context, and
Legal Immigrant Status on Intimate Partner Violence" (2002) 8:3 Violence against Women 367 at 369-
74; Sheppard, supra note 2 at 5-6.
27. Karyl Davis, "Unlocking the Door by Giving Her the Key: A Comment on the Adequacy of the U-Visa
as a Remedy" (2005) 56:2 Ala. L. Rev. 557 at 557.
28. Ibid. at 557-59.
29. This definition is cited in Baukje Miedema & Sandra Wachholz, A Complex Web: Access to Justice for
Abused Immigrant Women in New Brunswick (Ottawa: Status of Women Canada, 1998) at 10, online:
Status of Women Canada <http://dsp-psd.pwgsc.gc.calCollection/SW21-24-1998E.pdf> [Miedema &
Wachholz].
30. C6t6, K6risit & C6t, supra note 6 at 51-52, 60 and 79.
31. Leila Rothwell, "VAWA 2000's Retention of the 'Extreme Hardship' Standard for Battered Women in
Cancellation of Removal Cases: Not Your Typical Deportation Case" (Summer 2001) 23:2 U. Haw. L.
Rev. 555 at 564.
32. Felicite Stairs & Lori Pope, "No Place like Home: Assaulted Migrant Women's Claims to Refugee Status
and Landings on Humanitarian and Compassionate Grounds" (1990) 6 J. L. & Soc. Pol'y 148 at 157
[Stairs & Pope].
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Language
One of the most significant barriers facing many abused immigrant women in Canada
is the inability to speak either French or English. Sadly, many immigrant women who
undergo the sponsorship process do not have access to English classes, both because
the courses are not subsidized and because abusive husbands frequently forbid their
wives from enrolling. Their husbands may be unwilling to spend the money or pre-
fer that their wives not develop skills that might promote autonomy.33 Women are
often unable to obtain information pertaining to their rights, concerning services
for abuse survivors or regarding complaints to the police. 34 When interacting with
immigration authorities, women may remain silent, their only knowledge of the
process consisting of what their spouse has chosen to tell them.35 If the police are
called to a domestic incident, many women report that officers take a statement only
from their husband.36 Many immigrant women are unwilling to implicate their chil-
dren as interpreters in emotionally charged situations. As a result, immigrant abuse
survivors often refrain from accessing social services such as women's shelters.37 In
short, communication with the outside world for many abused immigrant women is
all but cut off.
Financial Dependency
Frequently, immigrant women arrive in Canada entirely without financial resources.
Their husbands may refuse to give them money for basic necessities and repeatedly
tell them that they are a burden. Sponsors may refuse to allow their wives to seek
employment or permit them to work only in low-wage occupations. Alternatively,
husbands may force their wives to work illegally, then threaten to report them to im-
migration authorities. Women who are sponsored in this country often lack market-
able skills or their credentials from abroad are not recognized. Most of these women
will have little choice but to remain at home to care for children, unable to take
advantage of community and employment resources. 38
33. Debbie Douglas, "The Experience of Violence for Immigrant Women and Women of Colour" (Seek-
ing Justice: Exploring Violence against Women Conference, Toronto, Ontario, 5 March 2005), online:
Coalition of Agencies Serving Immigrants, <http://www.ocasi.org/index.php?qid=784&catid=102>
[OCASI].
34. Linda MacLeod et al., Like a Wingless Bird: A Tribute to the Survival and Courage of Women Who Are
Abused and Who Speak Neither English Nor French (Ottawa: Department of Canadian Heritage, 1993) at
39, online: Public Health Agency of Canada <http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/ncfv-cnivf/familyviolence/
pdfs/tribute.pdf> [MacLeod et al.].
35. C6t6, Krisit & C6t , supra note 6 at 45-46.
36. Stairs & Pope, supra note 32 at 159.
37. Ibid. at 159; Susan McDonald, "Not in the Numbers: Domestic Violence and Immigrant Women7
(1999) 19 Canadian Woman Studies (3) at 163-67 online: <http://proxy.bib.uottawa.ca:2304/ips/info-
mark.do?&contentSet=IAC-Documents&type=retrieve&tabID=T002&prodd=IPS&docld=A300763
88&source=gale&srcprod=CPI&userGroupName=otta77973&version= 1.0> [McDonald].
38. C6t6, Krisit & C6t , supra note 6 at 26.
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The employment issue is further complicated by the fact that the right to work or
study is not attained without hurdles. A woman who undergoes the sponsorship
process from within Canada must apply for a work permit and pay the required fee.
This process is often very lengthy.3 9 Moreover, women may apply only when their
sponsorship has been accepted in principle.4 ° To make matters worse, until a woman
becomes a permanent resident, her social insurance number begins with the number
nine, a signal to potential employers that her immigration status is still in question.
Women who wish to study but who are not yet permanent residents are not entitled
to federal or provincial government grants or loans.41
Compounding these difficulties is a mother's lack of access to the Canada Child Tax
Benefit if she lacks legal status and ceases to reside with her sponsor. The Canada
Child Tax Benefit is a non-taxable amount paid to eligible families by the govern-
ment to help with the cost of raising children. The money is paid to the parent who
is primarily responsible for the care of the child, usually the mother. If a woman with
children resides with a Canadian citizen or permanent resident spouse or common-
law partner, she is eligible for the benefits despite lacking permanent status herself.
However, if an immigrant woman without status leaves her sponsor, even as a re-
sult of abuse, she loses her right to the Child Tax Benefit. Without this financial
assistance, based on household income and the number of children in the family,
economic resources are further diminished for a mother who no longer lives with
her husband.42 In one case, a woman with three children separated from her abusive
spouse before the sponsorship process had been completed. She continued to receive
the Child Tax Benefit while her permanent resident application on humanitarian
and compassionate grounds was processed. When the government learned that she
had separated from her husband, she was required to repay the sum of $12,000, an
extremely severe penalty for leaving an abusive spouse prior to receiving permanent
resident status.43 In addition, if a woman without permanent status incorrectly re-
ceives Child Tax Benefits after separating from her sponsor, the Canada Revenue
Agency may withhold benefits even after she receives permanent status until she
repays the benefits she was previously overpaid.44
With obstacles at every turn, many women, unable to work or study, do not leave
their husbands for fear of being homeless.45 To do so before a sponsorship applica-
39. Ibid. at 36, 137-38.
40. Regulations, supra note 8 at s. 207(b).
41. C6t, K6risit & C6t, supra note 6 at 137.
42. Canada Child Benefits (2008), online: Canada Revenue Agency <http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/E/pub/tg/
t4114/t4114-09e.pdf> [Canada Revenue Agency].
43. E-mail correspondence with Geraldine Sadoway, immigration lawyer, Parkdale Community Legal
Services in Toronto, Canada (27 May 2007) (on file with author) [Sadoway, 27 May].
44. Canada Revenue Agency, supra note 42.
45. C6t, Krisit & C6t6, supra note 6 at 134, 138.
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tion has been submitted on their behalf would likely render them ineligible for social
assistance. 4
6
Isolation
For many women who find themselves in a new country where the language, cus-
toms and people are unfamiliar, spousal abuse can lead to a sense of total isolation.
They may have no one with whom to share their despair as abuse escalates. Some
spouses expressly ensure their wife's solitude by forbidding her to leave the house,
make new friends or contact family in her country of origin. Some women come to
feel so desperate that they fall into depression or attempt suicide.47
Because of their cultural background, some women believe it is their duty to hold the
family together, conditioned to view abuse as a very private matter. Their only link
to the world outside may be fellow members of their ethnic or linguistic community.
Reasonably, women with only limited ties may be disinclined to break faith with
the traditions and mores of their peer group. Few will risk leaving their husband to
be ostracized by the only people they know in their new country. Some immigrant
women have been taught from childhood that they are to be submissive to their
husband.48
The Police
Few women will complain to the police for fear of deportation of herself or her spouse
if he is not a Canadian citizen. Regrettably, this concern is well founded if a woman
lacks any form of legal status.49 A woman whose spouse has promised to sponsor
her but who has not yet done so may find herself in the impossible situation of either
calling the police for help and facing the intervention of immigration authorities
or enduring abuse. 50 A woman may also fear mistreatment by state authorities, es-
46. "Directive 25.0: Immigrants, Refugees and Deportees", online: Ontario Works, Ontario Ministry of
Community and Social Services <http://www.cfcs.gov.on.ca/NR/MCFCS/OW/English/25-0.pdf>;
Ontario Regulation 134/98 at s. 6(1)2(iii).
47. C6t , K~risit & C6t, supra note 6 at 60.
48. Justice Institute of British Colombia, Empowerment of Immigrant and Refugee Women Who Are Victims
of Violence in Their Intimate Relationships (March 2007), online: Justice Institute of British Columbia
<http://www.jibc.ca/cccs/Publications/Pages%20from%2OEmpowerment forImmigrantWomen-
ExecutiveSummary.pdf> [Empowerment].
49. Kristin Marshall, "Basic Immigration Issues Related to Woman Abuse" (2005), online: Ontario
Women's Justice Network <http://www.owjn.orglowjn_2009/index.php?option=comcontent&view=
article&id= 194:basic-immigration-issues-related-to-woman-abuse&catid=57:immigration-law>
[Marshall, Women]; Sheppard, supra note 2 at 6-7.
50. Carolina Berinstein et al., "Access Not Fear: Non-Status Immigrants and City Services" (preliminary
report, 2006) at 22-23, online: McMaster University.
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pecially if she originates from a country in which the police are used as a tool of
repression.51
Many jurisdictions have police policies intended to promote the arrest of abusers.
Ontario, for example, has had a mandatory arrest policy since 1983. This means
that if the police have reasonable grounds to believe that an offence has taken place,
they must charge one or both of the individuals involved. Not only does the abused
woman herself have no control over whether her partner is arrested, but she risks
arrest herself if she fights back to protect herself from violence. 52 At least in Toronto,
the number of women charged in domestic violence incidents, many of whom had
a long history as domestic violence survivors and responded with force to protect
themselves, has increased over recent years. 53 Significantly, if a domestic violence
survivor is convicted of assaulting her abusive spouse, she risks being denied perma-
nent residence on H&C grounds, should sponsorship breakdown cause her to file
such an application. A woman may also be concerned that if a complaint on her part
results in a charge against her partner, she may consequently be obliged to testify
against him.54
In addition, an individual convicted of a violent offence against a family member is
ineligible to act as a sponsor.55 This provision, which appears intended to protect a
spouse from sponsorship by an abuser, may instead discourage a woman from re-
porting mistreatment. If her sponsorship is in process and her husband is convicted
of abusing her, she may find herself in a precarious situation without a sponsor.
Immigration Authorities
Often women incorrectly assume that leaving their sponsor will result in deporta-
tion.56 Many women are unaware that they can apply for permanent residence in
51 <http://www.socsci.mcmaster.ca/polisci/emp ibrary/Access%20Not%2OFear%20Report%20(Feb%20
2006).pdf>.
Dianne L. Martin & Janet E. Mosher, "Unkept Promises: Experiences of Immigrant Women with the
Neo-Criminalization of Wife Abuse" (1995) 8 C.J.WL. 3 at 20 [Martin & Mosher]; Andalee Adamali,
Janet Kim & Angie Rupra, Family Violence against Immigrant and Refugee Women: Community De-
velopment Strategies-Resource Manual (Toronto: Ontario Coalition of Agencies Serving Immigrants,
2008) at 17, online: At Work Settlement.Org <http://atwork.settlement.org/downloads/atwork/OCA-
SI-Preventing-Family-Violence-Community-Development-Strategies-Resource-Manua-2008.
pdf> [Adamali, Kim, & Rupra]
52. Ibid. at 22-24.
53. Shoshana Pollack, Vivien Green & Anke Alispach, Women Charged with Domestic Violence in Toron-
to: The Unintended Consequences of Mandatory Charge Policies (Toronto: Woman Abuse Council of
Toronto, 2005) at 3, online: Woman Abuse Council of Toronto <http:lwww.womanabuse.ca/resources/
cf download.cfm?file=womenchargedfinal.pdf&path=%5C>.
54. Marshall, supra note 49.
55. Regulations, supra note 8 at s. 133(1)(e).
56. Stairs & Pope, supra note 32 at 159-60.
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their own right. In some instances, women have been told by immigration personnel
that sponsorship requires them to follow the admonitions of their husband, that they
are under his charge. Immigration officers, who frequently do not meet with the par-
ties at all during the sponsorship process, sometimes fail to explain a woman's rights
or make clear what recourse is available to her if sponsorship breaks down. Women
often have little or no knowledge about what has been stated in their sponsorship
application since it is their spouse who engages in all interaction with immigration
authorities. Sometimes Citizenship and Immigration Canada conducts the entire
process as though the woman is either not present or need not be involved. This ex-
clusive attitude facilitates abusers who lie to their wives concerning the sponsorship
process. 57 This writer knows of no organization in Canada whose specific mandate
is to counsel women on all matters pertaining to sponsorship.
Loss of Children
Women are often told by their abuser that if they leave he will receive sole custody
of the children by arguing that their mother abandoned them. Women may also ex-
perience guilt if they remove children from their father's care. They may also be
apprehensive about involvement by the Children's Aid Society, because of their lack
of knowledge of typical circumstances that prompt the government to seek foster
care.58 Women rarely have sufficient financial resources to take their children with
them if they must leave Canada. Hence, women who face such dilemmas are often
forced to continue to suffer abuse rather than flee with their children and risk abduc-
tion charges by their husbands. 59
Women who have no further immigration option available to them cannot elude a
removal order simply because their children are born in this country. In Langner v.
Canada (Minister of Employment and Immigration),6" the Federal Court of Appeal
adopted the position that neither a Canadian citizen child's rights nor those of an
immigrant mother or father are violated when the parent's only alternative is to leave
the child in Canada or to return with him or her to the home country. According
to the Federal Court of Appeal, the decision to leave a child in Canada is strictly a
private family matter.61 The Court expressed concern that an individual "need only
57. C6t, K6risit & Ct, supra note 6 at 43-45; Miedema & Wachholz, supra note 29 at 22, 36-37.
58. Maria Rosa Pinedo & Ana Maria Santinoli, "Immigrant Women and Wife Assault," in Fauzia Rafiq,
ed., Towards Equal Access: A Handbook for Service Providers Working with Immigrant Women Sur-
vivors of Wife Assault (Ottawa: Immigrant and Visible Minority Women against Abuse, 1991), on-
line: Springtide Resources <http://www.womanabuseprevention.com/html/immigrantwomen.html>
[Pinedo & Santinoli].
59. C6t, K&isit & C6t , supra note 6 at 58.
60. [1995] F.C.J. No. 469 [Langner].
61. Ibid. at para. 6.
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have a child on Canadian soil and argue that child's Canadian citizenship rights in
order to avoid the effect of Canadian immigration laws" 62
As a result of the Langner decision, immigration lawyers turned to the family court
in an attempt to keep immigrant women and their Canadian children together. Their
approach was to obtain judgments that grant sole custody to the mother and, inci-
dentally, prohibit parents' removal of the children from the province. These lawyers
hoped that the court orders would create de facto stays of removal for mothers.63
Section 50 of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act states: "A removal order is
stayed (a) if a decision that was made in a judicial proceeding-at which the Minister
shall be given the opportunity to make submissions-would be directly contravened
by the enforcement of the removal order" 64
In the case of Alexander v. Canada (Solicitor General),65 Madam Justice Dawson
found that a custody order that prevents an immigrant woman from removing her
Canadian-born children from Ontario is not ajudicial decision that would be "directly
contravened" by her removal from Canada. According to the justice, custody does
not require that the parent have physical care of the children at all times. She adopted
the reasoning of Justice Perkins in Chou v. Chou that custody is a "bundle of rights"
that allows the custodial parent to make decisions about the child's place of residence
but does not necessarily require that the parent reside with the child.66
The result of the Alexander decision is that immigrant women cannot rely on custody
orders to protect them from separation from their children. This case was recently
upheld by the Federal Court of Appeal in Idahosa v. Canada (Minister of Public Safety
and Emergency Preparedness).67 However, in Idahosa, Justice Evans did note that the
custody order prohibiting the removal of the children from Ontario was sought to at-
tempt to prevent the mother's removal from Canada, rather than because of an actual
custody dispute between two parents.68 This means that the question of whether a
custody order could ever stay a parent's removal is still not entirely decided by the
Federal Court.
In short, some immigrant women are forced to choose between leaving children
in Canada with an abusive spouse, entrusting them to the care of a Children's Aid
62. Ibid. at para. 4.
63. Geraldine Sadoway, "The Best Interests of the Child in Immigration and Refugee Proceedings: Report
Card" (Paper presented to the Ottawa Immigration Law Conference, 30 March 2007). For an example
of a case in which the Family Court found that it was in the Canadian-born children's best interest
to remain with their mother and not be removed from Ontario, see Alexander v. Powell, [2005] O.J.
No. 500.
64. IRPA, supra note 1 at s. 50.
65. [2005] EC.J. No. 1416 at para. 30 [Alexander].
66. Ibid. at paras. 40-41; Chou v. Chou, [2005] O.1. No. 1374, at paras. 21, 54.
67. [2008] FCA 418 [Idahosa].
68. Ibid. at para. 57.
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Society or taking the children with them when removed from the country. Thus,
immigrant women's fears about possible loss of their children are well founded, their
uncertainty yet one more disincentive to break away from an abusive relationship. 69
Fear of Deportation
Immigrant women face many risks and hardships if forced to leave Canada and apply
for permanent residence status from abroad. Some of them would not meet lan-
guage, education and work-experience requirements for selection as independent
immigrants. Also, a woman removed to her country of origin loses the benefit of
Canadian restraining orders and peace bonds meant to protect her from her abusive
partner.70
As well as being at continued risk from her abuser, a woman who returns to her
country of origin without her spouse is often shunned for having left her husband. A
woman's family may refuse to shelter her and may blame her for her marital problems.
In many countries, divorce leads to social stigma. Gender and religious norms may
make reintegration very difficult. Women often return to poverty and entrenched
gender discrimination. They frequently lack access to health and counselling servi-
ces to address the physical and psychological effects of past abuse. For these reasons,
domestic violence survivors are frequently terrified of coming to the attention of
Citizenship and Immigration Canada. 71
THE HUMANITARIAN AND COMPASSIONATE PROCESS
While not comprehensive, the barriers discussed above illustrate the demoralizing
obstacles abused immigrant women face in their attempts to make Canada their new
home. As I will now endeavour to show, not only does immigration law fail to take
account of their particular challenges and vulnerabilities, but immigration officers
fail to adequately consider the actual experiences of abuse survivors during the hu-
manitarian and compassionate process.
The Procedure
Individuals who hope to remain in Canada permanently may submit an H&C ap-
plication that details why their personal circumstances warrant exemption from the
rules of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act. Examples of individuals who
might submit an H&C application are those who unsuccessfully sought refugee status
69. E-mail correspondence with Geraldine Sadoway, immigration lawyer, Parkdale Community Legal
Services in Toronto (8 January 2007) (on file with author) [Sadoway, 8 January].
70. E-mail correspondence with Kristin Marshall, immigration lawyer, Refugee Law Office in Toronto
(April 2007) (on file with author).
71. C6t, K&isit & C6ti, supra note 6 at 56-59.
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or who built a life in Canada after initially entering the country illegally. The author-
ity for granting H&C decisions is found in section 25(1) of the IRPA, which states:
The minister shall, on request of a foreign national in Canada who is inadmissible or who
does not meet the requirements of this act and may on the minister's own initiative or
on request of a foreign national outside Canada examine the circumstances concerning
the foreign national and may grant the foreign national permanent resident status or an
exemption from any applicable criteria or obligation of this act if the minister is of the
opinion that it is justified by humanitarian and compassionate considerations relating to
them taking into account the best interests of a child directly affected or by public policy
considerations. 72
Although this provision refers to the minister, H&C applications are evaluated by im-
migration officers who act on the minister's behalf.73 These officers have a significant
level of discretion, for they are not required to reach specific or prescribed decisions.
Since H&C considerations are nowhere defined in the Immigration and Refugee
Protection Act, officers rely on a policy manual, called the Immigration Manual,
which sets out guidelines for deciding such cases. According to the Manual, the deci-
sions are meant to "approve deserving cases not anticipated in the legislation ".74
An applicant bears the burden of proof.75 She must provide written submissions that
detail her personal situation and any relevant legal arguments. Applicants must also
submit supporting documents. 76 Immigration officers generally make decisions on
the basis of written material alone.77
The H&C procedure has two stages. First, the immigration officer determines wheth-
er there are sufficient H&C factors to permit the applicant to apply for permanent
residence without having to leave Canada. The officer may reach a positive deci-
sion even if the applicant would ordinarily be prohibited from receiving permanent
residence. At this stage, the officer decides only whether to permit the individual to
seek permanent residence from inside Canada. This does not mean that the status
will ultimately be granted. In some cases, such as those involving issues of security
or possible human rights violations, the officer does not have the authority to allow
the applicant to apply for permanent residence from inside Canada. 78 Once a case is
approved in principle, processing for permanent residence will begin and legal status
72. IRPA, supra note 1 at s. 25(1).
73. Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-5 ss. 4.2, 5.24.
74. Ibid. at c. IP-5, s. 2.
75. Ibid. at c. IP-5, s. 5.26.
76. Regulations, supra note 8 at s. 66; Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-5, s. 3.1.
77. Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-5, s. 5.28.
78. Regulations, supra note 8 at s. 68; Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-5, ss. 4.2, 5.6, 5.7. The re-
quirements that applicants must fulfil in order to obtain permanent residence subsequent to a positive
H&C decision are found in subsections 72 (1)(b) and (e) of the Regulations. However, these require-
ments may be overcome in certain circumstances. See Citizenship and Immigration Canada, "Opera-
tional Bulletin 021: Interim Instructions to CIC Officers Concerning the Examination of H&C Ap-
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is eventually granted, assuming the applicant is not medically inadmissible, in receipt
of social assistance or subject to another form of inadmissibility.79
The Hardship Criterion
Hardship Defined
According to the Immigration Manual, an H&C applicant must prove that the hard-
ship she would face if forced to apply for permanent residence from outside Canada
would be unusual and undeserved or disproportionate.80 As with H&C considera-
tions, the concepts of undue, undeserved or disproportionate hardship are not de-
fined in legislation. Likewise, the Manual provides little guidance on how officers
should interpret the concept of hardship. It does state that for hardship to be unusual
and undeserved it should be "a hardship not anticipated by the Act or Regulations"
and that the hardship should normally result from circumstances beyond the in-
dividual's control.81 Disproportionate hardship exists where the obligation to leave
Canada would have a more severe impact on an individual because of her personal
circumstances.82 These vague and rather cryptic definitions of hardship provide
scant practical guidance for immigration officers and applicants on what situations
will or will not meet the hardship criterion.
Difficulties in Proving Hardship
Although family violence is briefly mentioned in the Immigration Manual, 83 the sec-
tion on hardship makes no reference to the special circumstances of abused women.
This fact, combined with officers' broad discretion to decide cases on the basis of
what they consider to be reasonable, makes it very difficult for an abused immigrant
woman to know precisely what she must prove to satisfy the hardship criterion. 84 As
Justice Strayer noted in Vidal v. Canada (Minister of Employment and Immigration):
"[I]t is highly desirable that immigration officers have some sort of guidance as
to what factors the Minister thinks important".85 However, since the Immigration
Manual does not clearly define the hardship factor, knowledge of what will fulfil that
plications (in Canada)" (22 June 2006), online: Citizenship and Immigration Canada <http://www.cic.
gc.ca/english/resources/manuals/bulletins/2006/obO2 1.asp> ["Operational Bulletin"].
79. Regulations, supra note 8 at ss. 68, 72(1) (b) and (e); Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-5, ss. 5.9,
5.12-5.13.
80. Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-5, s. 5.1.
81. Ibid. at c. IP-5, s. 6.7.
82. Ibid. at c. IP-5, s. 6.8.
83. Ibid. at c. IP-5, s. 13.10.
84. West Coast Legal Action Education Fund Association, Submission of West Coast LEAF to the Stand-
ing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration on Bill C-11, The Immigration and Refugee Protec-
tion Act: Equality Considerations in Humanitarian and Compassionate Applications (Vancouver: West
Coast Legal Action Education Fund Association, 2001) at ss. 2.0,2.1, online: Canadian Bar Association
<http://www.cba.org/bc/pdf/submissions/westcoast leaf 04_01.pdf> [LEAF].
85. Vidal v. Canada (Minister of Employment & Immigration), (1991),13 Imm. L.R. (2d) 123 at 134.
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criterion can be gained only by looking to Federal Court case law, to cases in which
H&C decisions have been reviewed.
Trends in H&C decisions regarding abused immigrant women who resort to the pro-
cess after sponsorship breakdown are nearly impossible to access, since immigration
officers' decisions are not published. Only from the small number of decisions chal-
lenged on judicial review at the Federal Court can conclusions be drawn. H&C cases
that do not involve domestic violence are not especially helpful when evaluating the
challenges the process poses for abused women, unique as their circumstances often
are. An example of two cases with very different outcomes illustrates that immigra-
tion officers sometimes assess hardship arbitrarily and inconsistently.
In the case of A.A., the immigration officer reached a favourable decision. The appli-
cant married a Canadian citizen. Subsequent to her marriage, her husband became
very violent and verbally abusive. He also harassed her at her workplace. When A.A.
was at home, her husband frequently beat her and punched her in the face, only to
beg her for forgiveness later. During fits of rage, he knocked many holes in their
apartment walls. Although A.A's husband promised to sponsor her, he failed to do
so. He also lied to her about his lengthy criminal record of violent offences. A.A. sus-
tained numerous physical injuries at the hands of her spouse and, when she defended
herself against him, she was charged with assault. In addition to detailing this history
of violence, A.A.'s counsel provided written submissions to demonstrate that A.A.
would suffer hardship if forced to leave Canada. She would lose her entire support
system, including counselling services, educational and employment opportunities
and medical attention. In this case, the immigration officer accepted that A.A's situa-
tion did indeed meet the hardship criterion.8 6
In contrast, the H&C application of B.B. was denied. She came to Canada as a visitor
to be with her common-law spouse whom she later married. As in the case of A.A.,
B.B's husband told her that he would submit a spousal sponsorship application on
her behalf. Shortly after, he became physically violent. In one incident, he beat B.B.
severely and pulled chunks of hair from her scalp. The police subsequently charged
him with assault. As discussed above, it is not uncommon for a woman to be un-
informed about the sponsorship process, hence unable to determine whether or not
all necessary paperwork has been filed. In B.B's case, the application for sponsorship
was never submitted. Her husband had lied about his transactions with immigration.
Although B.B's spouse begged her to return to him, promising to sponsor her if she
informed law enforcement personnel that she wished to reconcile. B.B's lawyer as-
sured her the abuse she suffered would be taken into consideration in her H & C case.
In her application, B.B. explained that she feared her husband would follow her to
her country of origin and that she would not be protected from him there.
86. E-mail correspondence with Melinda Gayda, immigration lawyer, Refugee Law Office in Toronto
(2007) (on file with author).
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B.B's application was refused. In the immigration officer's written reasons, he stated
that B.B. had been in a legitimate relationship and had relied on her husband to spon-
sor her. Even though the officer conceded that she had suffered domestic violence, he
found that B.B. did not satisfy the hardship criterion. He failed to reference the family
violence guidelines in the Immigration Manual, instead blaming B.B. for having mar-
ried an abusive man. The officer went on to indicate that insufficient evidence had
been provided to corroborate certain facts, even though the applicant had never been
permitted an opportunity to submit this evidence prior to the final decision.87
These two decisions pertain to women in very similar circumstances, both having
believed in vain that they would have sponsorship. The two women were physic-
ally abused and both feared a lack of support if returned to their country of ori-
gin. Nonetheless, as already pointed out, these cases had very different outcomes.
In the seminal Supreme Court case of Baker v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration), Madam Justice IHeureux-Dub6 noted that, in the case of H&C de-
cisions: "immigration officers are expected to make the decision that a reasonable
person would make" 88 Likewise, in the Immigration Appeal Board case of Chirwa v.
Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), H&C considerations are defined
as "those facts, established by the evidence, which would excite in a reasonable man
in a civilized community a desire to relieve the misfortunes of another"89 Unhappily,
with respect to B.B., this logic did not prevail. Although judicial review was sought
in her case, as frequently occurs, leave was not granted.90
The Establishment Criterion
Establishment Defined
The second major criterion that applicants must satisfy, one even more problematic
for abused women than the hardship criterion, is the establishment factor. Abuse
survivors must prove that their level of establishment in Canada is such that they
should not be required to leave the country. The Immigration Manual indicates that,
when assessing the degree of an applicant's establishment, an officer should examine
whether the individual has a "history of stable employment'; whether the individual
has engaged in "sound financial management", whether the individual has partici-
pated in volunteer work or otherwise integrated into the community, whether the
individual has undertaken any form of study and whether the individual is free of
criminal charges.9' As with the hardship criterion, the discretion afforded immigra-
87. E-mail correspondence with Geraldine Sadoway, immigration lawyer, Parkdale Community Legal
Services in Toronto (30 January 2007) (on file with author) [Sadoway, 30 January].
88. Baker v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and immigration), [1999] 2 S.C.R. 817 at para. 72 [Baker].
89. Chirwa v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), [1970] I.A.B.D. No. 1 at para. 27.
90. Sadoway, 8 January, supra note 69.
91. Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-5, s. 11.2.
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tion officers gives them considerable latitude when deciding what constitutes suf-
ficient establishment in Canada. 92
Difficulties in Proving Establishment
According to the Immigration Manual, establishment need be proven only in cer-
tain types of cases. Interestingly, family violence scenarios are one of the categories
listed.93 The requirement that abuse survivors demonstrate establishment reveals a
profound lack of awareness of the daunting barriers that many immigrant women
face. Personal financial resources, steady employment, access to education and com-
munity involvement are the very opportunities women need but often do not have
when attempting to extricate themselves from unhealthy relationships. To apply the
same standards of societal integration to abuse survivors as relate to other categories
of applicants who do not face similar obstacles is to exacerbate rather than amelior-
ate the disadvantaged position the former already hold in society. The establishment
factors entail individual autonomy of a kind that is all but unattainable by abuse
survivors who are still isolated and lacking in self-confidence. 94
Confoundingly, a woman who wishes to secure employment to demonstrate estab-
lishment is ineligible for a work permit until her application is approved in princi-
ple.95 This is unless she already received a work permit under other circumstances,
such as while a refugee claimant or once a spousal sponsorship had been accepted in
principle.96 Ironically, when applying for permanent residence for H&C reasons, a
woman will receive her work permit only after establishment is assessed, rather than
granting her the permit to assist her in establishing herself financially.
The inability to work prior to acceptance in principle often makes it impossible for
women to pay the required processing fees. 97 A principal applicant who applies for
permanent residence on H&C grounds must pay $550 for herself and $150 for each of
her dependent children. Before permanent residence status is granted, she must pay
$490 more for herself, the Right of Permanent Residence Fee. Dependent children
are exempt from paying this extra fee.98 Parkdale Community Legal Services and
other community groups began a petition campaign in 2003 to eliminate the H&C
92. See for example Ruiz v. Canada Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, [2006] EC.J. No. 573 at paras.
13-14 [Ruiz].
93. Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-5, s. 11.2.
94. Andr~e C6t6, "The IRPA and Women" (Ottawa: National Association of Women and the Law, 2006)
at 2, online: National Association of Women and the Law <http://www.nawl.ca/ns/en/documents/
PubBriefImmO6_en.doc> [C6t6, IRPA & Women]; McDonald, supra note 37.
95. Regulations, supra note 8 at ss. 200(l), 207(d); Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-5, ss. 15, 15.3.
96. Regulations, supra note 8 at ss. 206(a) & (b), 207(b).
97. C6t6, Krisit & C6t, supra note 6 at 40-41.
98. Citizenship and Immigration Canada, "Applying for Permanent Residence from within Canada: Hu-
manitarian and Compassionate Considerations" (2006), online: Citizenship and Immigration Canada
<http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/information/applications/guides/5291EC.asp> [CIC, H&C Considera-
tions].
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application fee in domestic violence cases, but these efforts have been unsuccessful.99
Citizenship and Immigration Canada does not provide loans to assist women to pay
the H&C processing costs. Loans do exist to help them defray the Right of Permanent
Residence Fee, but a woman must prove that the loan is necessary and that she can
repay it.100 Such evidence is frequently very difficult for abused women to provide.
For this reason, some do not apply for H&C consideration at all. 10 1 On the one hand,
our government requires that H&C applicants be "established" while, on the other,
current policy of this same government ensures that this will be very difficult, if
possible at all.
As well, it is difficult for an abuse survivor to demonstrate on judicial review that an
immigration officer reached the wrong conclusion regarding establishment. In the
case of Ruiz, a Chilean woman came to Canada in the company of her daughter and
abusive husband. Although sponsorship breakdown was not involved, the woman
did file an H&C application because of domestic abuse that persisted in this country.
The Federal Court upheld the immigration officer's finding of insufficient establish-
ment. Justice Teitelbaum acknowledged that the applicant had employment and
savings. He considered this to be insufficient evidence of establishment, however,
because the applicant regularly relied on public assistance to enable her to pay rent.
He found that her establishment was no greater than that demonstrated by others
who had lived in Canada for several years. 10 2 According to the reasoning in Ruiz,
not only must abused immigrant women prove complete self-sufficiency, avoiding
all forms of social assistance, but they must show establishment beyond that of others
who have been in Canada for the same period.
In contrast, in I.G. v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), the Federal
Court overturned a negative H&C decision in which the immigration officer had
determined the applicant to be so self-sufficient that she could simply return to her
home country without incurring hardship. 103 Although the applicant was a survivor
of severe physical and sexual abuse at the hands of her husband, for which he was
convicted, 104 the immigration officer chose to interpret the applicant's level of in-
dependence and financial success as negative factors. Instead of valuing the appli-
cant's level of establishment as factors favouring positive H&C consideration, the
officer used the woman's level of independence against her. He found that she would
not have difficulty adjusting to life back in her home country because she was finan-
cially self-sufficient. This decision put the applicant in a no-win situation. Had she
shown insufficient indicia of establishment, she could have been denied a positive
99. Sadoway, 27 May, supra note 43.
100. CIC, H&C Considerations, supra note 98.
101. Sadoway, 8 January, supra note 69.
102. Ruiz, supra note 92 at paras. 20, 34.
103. I.G. v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), [1999] EC.J. No. 1704 (QL) at para. 22.
104 Ibid. at paras. 15-17.
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H&C decision. Ironically, possessing the exact financial resources that officers seek
meant that she received a negative decision because the officer thought she could
reintegrate into her home country. Fortunately, Justice Lemieux disagreed with the
immigration officer's decision. He sent the case back to be examined by a different
officer. 105
Inadmissibility and the Citizenship and Immigration Canada Operational Bulletin
Decisions to grant permanent residence on humanitarian and compassionate
grounds are made at the discretion of immigration officers. Although section 25(1)
of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act permits officers to grant permanent
residence on H&C grounds to an individual who is "inadmissible or who does not
meet the requirements of this act" officers have often made a negative H&C deci-
sion where inadmissibility is involved. A positive H&C decision allows an individual
to apply for permanent residence from within Canada but does not automatically
mean that status will be conferred. In the past, even if an officer made a positive
H&C decision, permanent residence was often still denied as the result of a form
of inadmissibility, such as receipt of social assistance. In June 2006, Citizenship
and Immigration Canada published an Operational Bulletin that instructs officers
to weigh any H&C considerations against inadmissibility when applicants request
exemptions from requirements that must ordinarily be fulfilled to receive permanent
resident status. Among others, forms of inadmissibility may relate to an applicant's
misrepresentation of material facts or her inability to financially support herself.
However, the weighing of factors for and against granting permanent residence on
humanitarian and compassionate grounds pursuant to the Bulletin does not apply to
all forms of inadmissibility. According to the Bulletin, immigration officers cannot
exempt individuals who have committed human rights abuses or who are considered
security risks from the requirement to be admissible. Such individuals would have to
seek an exemption directly from the minister. 106
The Operational Bulletin appears at first glance to signal an important change in
policy that would ensure that applicants who are inadmissible may yet receive status.
However, it is far from clear how effective the policy will be in practice. Immigration
officers remain the arbiters of what is most important-inadmissibility, or humani-
tarian and compassionate factors. This fact is worrisome. In cases that involve im-
migrant women who may also be abuse survivors, their unique circumstances render
them more susceptible than other applicants to certain forms of inadmissibility, the
most prevalent form of which will now be considered. However, since the Bulletin is
policy only and not law, inadmissibility will very probably continue to pose signifi-
cant obstacles.
105. Ibid. at para. 43.
106. "Operational Bulletin," supra note 78.
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Financial Inadmissibility
Section 39 of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act states:
A foreign national is inadmissible for financial reasons if they are or will be unable or un-
willing to support themselves or any other person who is dependent on them, and have not
satisfied an officer that adequate arrangements for care and support, other than those that
involve social assistance, have been made.
107
Section 25(1) of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, which addresses H&C
applications, in principle, permits "an exemption from any applicable criteria or
obligation of this act'"10 8 In practice, however, H&C applicants have frequently been
denied permanent residence because they were found inadmissible under section 39
for having relied on social assistance. 109
The Immigration Manual indicates that officers are free to make positive H&C
decisions even if an applicant receives social assistance. Such decisions, according
to the Manual, will enable persons to obtain a work permit and hopefully become
self-supporting. If an individual continues to receive social assistance at the time
permanent residence is to be conferred, the final decision may be deferred for a few
more months to give the applicant more time to become financially independent. If
circumstances have not changed after such time, however, the final grant of perma-
nent residence status is to be denied. 110
Optimally, guidelines in the Operational Bulletin will reduce the number of situa-
tions in which receipt of social assistance prevents women from receiving permanent
residence. The long-term impact of the Bulletin is still uncertain, however. As sug-
gested above, much will depend upon immigration officers' inclination to balance
inadmissibility against H&C factors.
Indications are that the Operational Bulletin is not yet applied consistently concern-
ing financial inadmissibility. In one case, an immigration officer informed an abuse
survivor with three young children that she must be self-supporting to overcome
financial inadmissibility. Despite provisos in the Operational Bulletin, the officer
failed to exempt her from proof of economic independence. In contrast, another of-
ficer exempted a severely abused woman with seven children from the need to prove
she would not receive social assistance. 111
As with other H&C parameters, inadmissibility based on receipt of social assist-
ance ignores the plight of many abused women whose only way to feed and house
themselves and their children is to rely on such financial aid. Moreover, the period
107. IRPA, supra note 1 at s. 39.
108. Ibid. at s. 25(1).
109. LEAF supra note 84 at s. 2.2.
110. Immigration Manual supra note 5 at c. IP-5, ss. 16.1, 16.14, 16.15.
111. Sadoway, 27 May, supra note 43.
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between initial receipt of a work permit and the final grant of permanent residence
does not provide women adequate time to become financially self-sufficient. Those
who determine immigration policy must be dissuaded from the simplistic view
that work permits will suffice to end domestic violence survivors' reliance on social
assistance. 112
Family Violence Guidelines
The section of the Immigration Manual that addresses issues of family violence
states:
Family members in Canada, particularly spouses, who are in abusive relationships and are
not permanent residents or Canadian citizens, may feel compelled to stay in the relation-
ship or abusive situation in order to remain in Canada; this could put them at risk. Officers
should be sensitive to situations where the spouse (or other family member) of a Canadian
citizen or permanent resident leaves an abusive situation and, as a result, does not have an
approved sponsorship.' 13
The Manual goes on to list several additional factors that immigration officers should
consider when assessing H&C applications from persons who have suffered domes-
tic violence. These include how long the applicant has been in Canada, whether she is
pregnant, whether there are potentially restrictive customs in her home country and
proof of abuse such as reports from the police, a physician or a women's shelter. It is
disquieting that the list of factors includes an assessment of whether a family violence
survivor demonstrates a "significant degree of establishment in Canada" 114 Rather
than exempt abused women from proving establishment, the family violence guide-
lines specifically highlight this factor. Still worse, the Manual pointedly prohibits
officers from assessing an abused woman's potential for establishment, reminding
them that the only level of establishment to be considered is what exists at the time
the H&C decision is made.115 Penalizing abuse survivors for not rapidly becoming
self-sufficient is patently unfair.
While the family violence guidelines represent a positive step toward sensitizing of-
ficers to issues of domestic violence, they lack any detail and do not explicitly define
what constitutes abuse. Moreover, these guidelines do not educate officers about the
need to make decisions that will assist women to rebuild their lives. Furthermore,
the guidelines make no mention of women's realities such as fear of approaching the
police 116 and the many instances in which women are turned away from shelters
112. C6t, Kkrisit & C6t, supra note 6 at 137.
113. Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-5, s. 13.10.
114. Ibid.
115. Ibid. at c. IP-5, s. 11.2.
116. Adamali, Kim & Rupra, supra note 51 at 17.
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with no space available. 1 17 In many situations, providing proof of abuse from police
or medical personnel is simply not possible. The guidelines, in effect, are merely a
list of factors an officer may consider that require no greater attention than any other
criterion set forth in the Manual.
OFFICERS' DISCRETION AND THE NATURE OF POLICY GUIDELINES
Discretion and Guidelines Defined
According to the Supreme Court of Canada, "[T]he concept of discretion refers to
decisions where the law does not dictate a specific outcome, or where the decision-
maker is given a choice of options within a statutorily imposed set of boundaries" 118
However, given that unlimited discretion is impermissible, courts review discretion-
ary decisions for abuses. Officers commit an abuse of discretion if, for example,
they act with an improper intention in mind, rely on inadequate material, make an
unreasonable decision, misconstrue the law or adopt a policy that fetters their ability
to consider cases with an open mind.119
As previously noted, the policy manual that immigration officers consult when mak-
ing H&C decisions constitutes non-binding guidelines. Government ministries and
departments often issue guidelines to guide or constrain bureaucratic decision mak-
ing, without prescribing certain results. 120 Since the guidelines are not the product
of a legislative process, they must be applied flexibly in order to avoid impermis-
sibly fettering officers' discretion. Policy guidelines must not give rise to imperatives,
but "rough rules of thumb" are acceptable, as long as each case is considered on its
merits. 121
Immigration officers choose whether to accept or reject an application based on
their assessment of the evidence. The Manual instructs them to weigh all relevant
evidence and not ignore or place too much emphasis on one particular factor. 122 As
discussed above, Baker indicates that officers need only make a decision a reasonable
117. Cassandra Drudi, "Thousands Turned Away from Ottawa Women's Shelters: Facilities Can't Keep
Up with Soaring Demand, New Report Shows" Ottawa Citizen (7 October 2008), online: Ottawa
Citizen <http://www.canada.com/ottawacitizen/news/story.html?id=3607fadc-1a27-4e4e-9679-
459b778ef35b>; Kristin Cucan, "Women's Shelters Bursting at the Seams" [Ottawa] Centretown News
(15 September 2008), online: Centretown News Online <http://centretownnewsonline.ca/index.
php?option=comcontent&task=view&id=186&Itemid=94>.
118. Baker, supra note 88 at para. 52.
119. David P. Jones & Anne S. de Villars, Principles of Administrative Law, 4th ed. (Toronto: Thomson Car-
swell, 2004) at 168 [Jones & de Villars].
120. Lorne Sossin & Charles Smith, "Hard Choices and Soft Law: Ethical Codes, Policy Guidelines and the
Role of the Courts in Regulating Government" (2003) 40 Alta. L. Rev. 867 at 868-69.
121. Jones & de Villars, supra note 119 at 192-93.
122. Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-5, s. 5.27.
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person would make. 123 The Immigration Manual states that officers are to reach de-
cisions objectively and impartially. However, the Manual does not specify how much
weight each piece of evidence is to receive; this determination to be the purview of
the officer.124
The Unpredictability of Discretion and the Shortcomings of Guidelines
Since interpretation of the guidelines is subjective, women who file H&C applica-
tions have no way to know for certain that domestic violence they may have suffered
will be given significant weight in their case. 125 In Jebnoun v. Canada (Minister of
Employment and Immigration), the applicant suffered ongoing physical violence by
her husband. As a result of the woman's move to a shelter, her spouse withdrew the
sponsorship he had submitted on her behalf. Her subsequent H&C application was
denied. 126 On judicial review, Justice Noel found that the family violence guidelines
in the Immigration Manual are "not binding on immigration officers, but serve as a
guide to ensure some coherence and uniformity in decisions". The justice emphasized
that proof of domestic violence "is not in itself a sufficient ground for the granting of
landing". 127 Thus, even if women have suffered grave mistreatment while in Canada,
their experience is but one factor to be considered, to be given no more weight than
their level of establishment.
In Swartz v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration),128 the applicant
sought judicial review of a negative H&C decision in which the immigration officer
failed to apply the guidelines on family violence despite acknowledging that the ap-
plicant's marriage had been extremely abusive. The officer did not analyze how the
applicant's history of abuse and sponsorship breakdown contributed to the humani-
tarian and compassionate nature of her case. MacKay J. found that, had failure to
apply the family violence guidelines been the only flaw in the officer's decision, the
case would not merit reassessment by another officer. Only because the justice found
other unrelated problems with the original decision was the case re-examined. In
regard to the nature of guidelines, MacKay J. stated: "[G]uidelines are guidelines-
they are not law. It would be difficult to intervene simply because one appears to have
been overlooked while others have been followed" 129 This poses a problem for all
H&C applicants, uncertain which guidelines will be weighted most heavily in their
case. In particular, however, immigrant women who have fled abusive situations have
123. Baker, supra note 88 at para. 72.
124. Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-5, ss. 5.27, 5.30.
125. Sadoway, 30 January, supra note 87.
126. Jebnoun v. Canada (Minister of Employment and Immigration), [1993] EC.J. No. 844, at paras. 2-4.
127. Ibid. at para. 8.
128. [2002] F.C.J. No. 340.
129. Ibid. at para. 22.
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no assurance that the guidelines regarding family violence will be privileged above
others.
Immigration lawyers who advocate on behalf of abuse survivors cannot tell their cli-
ents with confidence that domestic violence will be seriously considered in an H&C
application. In a recent case, a woman with three young children sought refuge in a
shelter to escape from her abusive spouse. She subsequently returned to him because
she feared that he would no longer continue to sponsor her. Although the woman's
lawyer would have preferred that she permanently separate from her husband and
rely on the H&C process, the client was afraid to do so because she heard from others
in the community that the outcome of the process was uncertain. 130
Also, inconsistent decision making in the A.A. and B.B. cases, related above, dearly
reflects officers' personal attitudes toward the relevance of domestic violence. The
Immigration Manual unquestionably favours applicants who are socially and eco-
nomically most successful, this in conflict with the stated goal of H&C applications
to "uphold Canada's humanitarian tradition' 131
EFFECT OF NEGATIVE H&C DECISION
Judicial Review
The Process
The only means by which a woman can challenge a negative H&C decision is to
apply to the Federal Court for judicial review. Under the Immigration and Refugee
Protection Act, judicial review is not automatic. The court must grant leave. If leave
is granted, the Federal Court will examine the immigration officer's decision and the
grounds on which it is challenged. The Court either upholds the decision or returns
the case for reassessment by a different officer.13
2
It is extremely difficult to obtain leave for judicial review if a woman lacks legal coun-
sel to make written arguments regarding the officer's error in her H&C case. Leave is
granted in roughly 23 per cent of cases that seek judicial review.133 If leave is granted,
counsel also plays a crucial role in presenting oral arguments to the Federal Court.
Unfortunately, legal aid is frequently unavailable, depending on whether a program
130. Sadoway, 8 January, supra note 69.
131. Immigration Manual, supra note 5 at c. IP-5, s. 2.
132. IRPA, supra note 1 at ss. 72-75; Federal Courts Act, R.S.C. 1985 at c. F-7, s. 18.1.
133. Federal Court of Canada Statistics, online: Federal Court of Canada <http://cas-ncr-nter03.cas-satj.
gc.ca/portal/page/portal/fc cf en/Statistics>. The precise percentage of humanitarian and compas-
sionate applications granted leave by the Federal Court is unavailable. However, on the basis of the
court's quarterly statistics, the number of cases granted leave appears to be approximately 23%. How-
ever, this number includes all immigration-related applications for judicial review, excluding refugee
cases. Thus it is still unclear whether the leave rate for H&C cases is higher or lower than other types
of inmmigration-related cases.
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exists in the province where a woman resides. 134 In Ontario, for example, despite the
existence of legal aid, funding for judicial review is not guaranteed.' 35
Standard of Review
The standard upon which the Federal Court reviews H&C decisions is reasonable-
ness, previously called reasonableness simpliciter.136 As the court commented in
Legault v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration): "[I]t is not the role of
the Federal Court to re-examine the weight given by an Immigration Officer to the
various factors considered by that officer" 137 In Canada (Director of Investigation
and Research) v. Southam Inc., the Supreme Court of Canada described an unreason-
able decision as one not "supported by reasons that can stand up to a somewhat
probing examination".138 As stated by the Supreme Court in Law Society of New
Brunswick v. Ryan: "A decision may satisfy the standard of review if supported by a
tenable explanation, even if that explanation is not one that the reviewing court finds
compelling".139 In other words, immigration officers are free to make any decisions
that are reasonably open to them based on the facts of a case. Therefore, it is difficult
for a woman to prove that the H&C decision made in her case is unreasonable.
The 2008 Supreme Court case of Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick collapsed the three
previous standards of review of patent unreasonableness, reasonableness simpliciter
and correctness into two: reasonableness and correctness.140 Describing the stan-
dard that a discretionary decision must meet in order to be upheld, the Court in
Dunsmuir states:
Tribunals have a margin of appreciation within the range of acceptable and rational solu-
tions ... [R]easonableness is concerned mostly with the existence of justification, transpar-
ency and intelligibility within the decision-making process. But it is also concerned with
whether the decision falls within a range of possible, acceptable outcomes which are defens-
ible in respect of the facts and law. 
14 1
However, it is still unclear what the terms "justification", "transparency" and "intel-
ligibility" mean in regard to the reasonableness of particular H&C decisions.
Under the standard of reasonableness conceptualized in Dunsmuir, the Federal Court
continues to show deference to immigration officers' decisions. The Dunsmuir deci-
134. Canadian Council for Refugees, "H&C Issues: Issues for H&C Roundtable, 27-28 March 2006", online:
Canadian Council for Refugees <http://www.web.ca/-ccr/H%26CMarch2006.html> [CCR].
135. Legal Aid Ontario, Area Office Policy Manual (Toronto: Legal Aid Ontario, 2008) at c. 5-5.
136. Baker, supra note 88 at para. 62; Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick, 2008 SCC 9, [2008] 1 S.C.R. 190 at paras.
44-45 [Dunsmuir].
137. Legault v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), 2002 FCA 125, [2002] F.C.J. No. 457 at
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sion states: "[D]eference requires respect for the legislative choices to leave some
matters in the hands of administrative decision makers, for the processes and de-
terminations that draw on particular expertise and experiences' ' 14 It is too soon
to pronounce on whether the reasonableness standard elaborated in Dunsmuir will
have any impact, either positive or negative, on judicial review of H&C decisions.
However, what is clear is that officers' wide discretion remains unchanged.
Even if a Federal Court judge believes that an applicant's circumstances merit com-
passion, he or she is often reticent to set aside a decision if the reasons for that deci-
sion are not clearly unreasonable. In Ruiz the judge commented: "I feel sadness and
empathy for the applicants and the problems they had to endure at the hands of
Mr. Espinosa, but the H&C Decision is reasonable and the law does not allow me
to interfere"1143 Needless to say, the inability of sympathetic judges to redress errors
committed by insensitive immigration officers underscores the need to ensure that
humane and sensitive decisions are made at the first instance.
Stays of Removal
Another significant barrier when challenging a negative H&C decision is that stays of
removal are not automatically granted to individuals who undergo the H&C process.
A woman may actually be removed from Canada before the initial determination is
made on her H&C application, especially since decisions of this kind are not reached
expeditiously.'" Also problematic is the possibility that a woman will be removed
while she awaits the outcome of an application for judicial review before the Federal
Court. In brief, no automatic stay operates to ensure that women may complete the
entire H&C process, including the right to challenge a negative decision, while still
present in Canada. 145 Reliable predictions are difficult to make regarding whether
women who have pending H&C decisions or who have applied for judicial review
will receive a stay.146 To succeed in her application for a stay, a woman must satisfy
the Federal Court that she has a serious issue to be tried, that she would suffer ir-
reparable harm if removed from Canada and that the balance of convenience favours
her.147
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REFORM
Ideally, we could look forward to extensive reform in Canadian immigration law
that would address the unique needs of abused immigrant women. Included in such
142. Ibid. at para. 49.
143. Ruiz, supra note 92 at para. 35.
144. Immigration Manual supra note 5 at c. IP-5, s. 5.10; LEAF, supra note 83 at s. 2.4.
145. Sadoway, 8 January, supra note 68.
146. LEAF, supra note 84 at s. 2.4; Sadoway, 8 January supra note 69.
147. Toth v. Canada (Minister of Employment and Immigration), (1988) 6 Imm. L.R. (2d) 123 (FCA).
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reform would be amendments to the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act that
pertain to the H&C procedure as well as the development of new or revised statutes
that speak to the special problems of women who are susceptible to sponsorship
breakdown. Regrettably, sweeping changes are unlikely in the short term. More real-
izable and surely necessary are modifications of the kind discussed below.
Some commentators call for complete abolition of the spousal sponsorship regime.
They emphasize the many ways that it contributes to the subordination and inequal-
ity of immigrant women. 14 8 Although I agree wholeheartedly with their criticisms,
I submit that complete elimination of sponsorship would disadvantage women who
have no other means to join their husbands in Canada. It is preferable to retain the
concept of sponsorship while strengthening protections for women who find them-
selves in situations of sponsorship breakdown.
The H&C Procedure
Simpler and more likely than legislative amendment or regulatory change would be
for the minister to amend the guidelines in the Immigration Manual or develop a
Spousal Sponsorship and Family Violence Public policy. Section 25 of the Immigration
and Refugee Protection Act specifically permits the creation of "public policy" ex-
ceptions, categories of individuals whose permanent residence applications may be
granted on the basis of special circumstances. 149 Unlike the guidelines in the manual
used by immigration officers, issues of discretion do not arise when the minister
sets public policy under section 25. As noted by the Federal Court in both Aqeel v.
Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration) and Dawkins v. Canada (Minister
of Employment and Immigration), 5 0 public policy exceptions prescribed by the min-
ister do not fetter immigration officers' discretion because officers do not have the au-
thority to modify or extend public policy. Therefore, creating a Spousal Sponsorship
and Family Violence policy under the exception could allow for special consideration
without the concern that officers' discretion was impermissibly constrained.
However, were the minister unwilling to create a public policy regarding spousal
sponsorship and family violence, the Immigration Manual could be amended to
weight domestic violence more heavily than other factors favouring a positive H&C
decision. Even were the Manual strengthened to presume a favourable exercise of
discretion in most cases of domestic violence and sponsorship breakdown, such a
guideline would not impermissibly fetter officers' discretion. The Federal Court of
Appeal case of Thamotheram v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration)
states: "[A] s Maple Lodge Farms makes clear, the fact that a guideline is intended to
establish how discretion will normally be exercised is not enough to make it an unlaw-
148. C6t, Krisit & C6tk, supra note 6 at 171.
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ful fetter, as long as it does not preclude the possibility that the decision-maker may
deviate from normal practice in the light of particular facts'" 5 1 Therefore, officers
would ultimately retain the right to deviate from the domestic violence guideline.
In short, the form in which the recommendations discussed below are implemented,
and whether they must be carefully tailored to avoid fettering discretion, will de-
pend to some extent on whether they become part of a public policy or strengthened
guidelines in the Immigration Manual. Further discussion and exploration of this
issue is needed in order to determine which vehicle is preferable and most feasible
for implementing changes in the H&C procedure.
Undue Hardship
Citizenship and Immigration Canada should accept proof of domestic violence in
Canada as generally sufficient to justify the need for landing, rather than requiring
women to demonstrate undue or disproportionate hardship.'52 Abuse endured in
Canada, rather than suffering that might occur if removed from the country, would
become the central criterion upon which permanent residence would be granted.
It is important that women know their permanent residence application has a high
probability of approval.
A Spousal Sponsorship and Family Violence Public Policy or amended Immigration
Manual must clearly define domestic violence with illustrative examples of physical,
psychological, emotional and economic mistreatment so that immigration officers
may correctly assess whether or not a woman has suffered domestic abuse. Any
threatening and controlling behaviour that limits the autonomy and freedom of
women should be taken into account by officers. When deciding whether a woman
has submitted sufficient proof of abuse, officers should be required to accept all cred-
ible and relevant evidence. If corroborating data are not available, officers should be
explicitly authorized to base their findings solely on a woman's sworn statement, as is
the case in refugee decisions. 153
What Is Reasonable?
When assessing the H&C applications of women whose spousal sponsorship has
broken down, immigration officers sometimes blame women for having married
men they knew to be violent. In their written reasons for denying an application, of-
ficers sometimes claim that the woman's lack of legal status is of her own making. 154
Thus, Citizenship and Immigration Canada must ensure that any new policy requires
immigration officers to assess actions in terms of what is reasonable to expect of a
domestic violence survivor instead of reaching decisions predicated solely on their
151. Thamotheram v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), [2007] FCJ No. 734 at paras. 11,
73-74, 78; Maple Lodge Farms LTD v. Canada, [1982] 2 S.C.R. 2, at paras. 6-7.
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personal opinions about what constitutes plausibility. Abused women's applications
should succeed in most cases, unless there is convincing evidence of a false story of
abuse or fraudulent marriage.
In the context of refugee status determinations, Canadian law recognizes that special
care is necessary when evaluating the reasonableness of an abused woman's actions.
Women sometimes marry men they know to be abusive with the hope that their hus-
bands will change. Also, women do not always leave an abusive situation at the first
opportunity. This does not signify, of course, that they are not at risk of persecution
and in need of protection. 155 This level of appreciation of women's experiences must
find its way into the public policy document or Immigration Manual. In the Supreme
Court case of R. v. Lavallee, in which a domestic abuse survivor shot her partner in
self-defence, Wilson J. stated:
If it strains credulity to imagine what the "ordinary man" would do in the position of a
battered spouse, it is probably because men do not typically find themselves in that situa-
tion. Some women do, however. The definition of what is reasonable must be adapted to
circumstances which are, by and large, foreign to the world inhabited by the hypothetical
"reasonable man'
156
This is not to say that all immigrant women without permanent status who experi-
ence domestic violence in Canada will automatically receive a positive H&C deci-
sion. In some cases, for example, infrequent incidents of relatively minor violence or
control may appropriately receive little weight by an immigration officer. However,
the officer's consideration of domestic violence must always be context-specific. For
example, a case may present few indicia of physical abuse but significant psycho-
logical abuse may nevertheless exist. Therefore, issues around how to determine
what experiences of domestic abuse merit a favourable H&C decision require far
more discussion.
Establishment
Abuse survivors must be entirely exempt from the requirement to prove establish-
ment. Given frequent lack of French or English language skills, limited financial re-
sources, poor employment prospects, child-care responsibilities and, at times, com-
plete isolation, the criterion is discriminatory and often impossible for many women
to meet. To instruct immigration officers to place stress on social integration or to
emphasize current and potential establishment in Canada is to grossly oversimplify
the evaluation problem.
Inadmissibility
The Operational Bulletin on inadmissibility is insufficient to assure that women will
not be penalized for relying on social assistance, for fighting back in self-defence
155. Araujo Garcia v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), [2007], at paras. 23-27, 29; Elcock
v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration), [1999] F.C.J. No. 1438, at paras. 10, 12-17.
156. R. v. Lavallee, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 852, at paras. 31-34, 38.
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against abusers or for unintentionally conveying misinformation. The Bulletin not-
withstanding, the decision to overlook an instance of inadmissibility occurs only at
the discretion of the immigration officer. In cases that involve women who flee do-
mestic abuse, reliance on social assistance must not adversely influence evaluation of
an application for permanent residence. 157
Other Reforms
H&C Processing Fees
In recognition of abused women's frequently precarious economic status and the ob-
stacles they face when seeking financial self-sufficiency, Citizenship and Immigration
Canada should either eliminate H&C processing fees for abused women applying on
H&C grounds or implement a loan program that reflects adverse circumstances of
abuse survivors. In conjunction with these loans, workshops or other forms of assist-
ance would be helpful to aid women in securing employment.
Stays of Removal
Indisputably, most immigrant women will be especially vulnerable after having just
left an abusive relationship. For this reason, abuse survivors who have submitted an
H&C application should be granted an automatic stay of removal, the duration of
which would be sufficient for processing the application and pursuing judicial review
if necessary. 158
Training of Personnel
Both immigration officers and Federal Court judges should receive ongoing training
in issues of domestic abuse. 159 They should be obligated to treat such cases favour-
ably unless convincing negative evidence precludes a positive decision. In addition,
Citizenship and Immigration Canada personnel should be obligated to interact
equally with both spouses to ensure that women are not ignored during the spon-
sorship process. In this vein, it would be helpful if staff could provide women with
157. LEAF, supra note 84 at s. 2.2.
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information about their rights in their native language. Likewise, Citizenship and
Immigration Canada should take pains to inform both parties to a sponsorship that
domestic abuse can be a violation of the criminal law.
CONCLUSION
The focus in this paper has been the plight of immigrant women whose spousal
sponsorship breaks down as a result of domestic violence. More specifically, I have
critiqued the shortcomings in the H&C process, which remains their sole recourse
for attaining permanent resident status. I have attempted to strike a balance between
the need for radical change and the fact that incremental modifications of immigra-
tion policy have a greater chance for implementation. Hopefully, changes like those
outlined above will lead to reformulation of immigration law that will be more sensi-
tive to the difficulties abused immigrant women face in our country.
Finally, we must work to increase collaboration between Citizenship and Immigration
Canada personnel and specialists in the field. Women must have access to competent
legal representation, culturally sensitive shelter services, subsidized language train-
ing, child day care and financial assistance such as the Canada Child Tax Benefit.
Social integration and financial independence for abuse survivors who find them-
selves alone deserve our help.
